A DISSERTATION
ON THE ORIGIN AND FOUNDATION OF
THE INEQUALITY OF MANKIND
IT is of man that I have to speak; and the question I am investigating shows me that it
is to men that I must address myself: for questions of this sort are not asked by those
who are afraid to honour truth. I shall then confidently uphold the cause of humanity
before the wise men who invite me to do so, and shall not be dissatisfied if I acquit
myself in a manner worthy of my subject and of my judges.
I conceive that there are two kinds of inequality among the human species; one, which
I call natural or physical, because it is established by nature, and consists in a
difference of age, health, bodily strength, and the qualities of the mind or of the soul:
and another, which may be called moral or political inequality, because it depends on
a kind of convention, and is established, or at least authorised by the consent of men.
This latter consists of the different privileges, which some men enjoy to the prejudice
of others; such as that of being more rich, more honoured, more powerful or even in a
position to exact obedience.
It is useless to ask what is the source of natural inequality, because that question is
answered by the simple definition of the word. Again, it is still more useless to inquire
whether there is any essential connection between the two inequalities; for this would
be only asking, in other words, whether those who command are necessarily better
than those who obey, and if strength of body or of mind, wisdom or virtue are always
found in particular individuals, in proportion to their power or wealth: a question fit
perhaps to be discussed by slaves in the hearing of their masters, but highly
unbecoming to reasonable and free men in search of the truth.
The subject of the present discourse, therefore, is more precisely this. To mark, in the
progress of things, the moment at which right took the place of violence and nature
became subject to law, and to explain by what sequence of miracles the strong came
to submit to serve the weak, and the people to purchase imaginary repose at the
expense of real felicity.
The philosophers, who have inquired into the foundations of society, have all felt the
necessity of going back to a state of nature; but not one of them has got there. Some of
them have not hesitated to ascribe to man, in such a state, the idea of just and unjust,
without troubling themselves to show that he must be possessed of such an idea, or
that it could be of any use to him. Others have spoken of the natural right of every
man to keep what belongs to him, without explaining what they meant by belongs.
Others again, beginning by giving the strong authority over the weak, proceeded

directly to the birth of government, without regard to the time that must have elapsed
before the meaning of the words authority and government could have existed among
men. Every one of them, in short, constantly dwelling on wants, avidity, oppression,
desires and pride, has transferred to the state of nature ideas which were acquired in
society; so that, in speaking of the savage, they described the social man. It has not
even entered into the heads of most of our writers to doubt whether the state of nature
ever existed; but it is clear from the Holy Scriptures that the first man, having received
his understanding and commandments immediately from God, was not himself in
such a state; and that, if we give such credit to the writings of Moses as every
Christian philosopher ought to give, we must deny that, even before the deluge, men
were ever in the pure state of nature; unless, indeed, they fell back into it from some
very extraordinary circumstance; a paradox which it would be very embarrassing to
defend, and quite impossible to prove.
Let us begin then by laying facts aside, as they do not affect the question. The
investigations we may enter into, in treating this subject, must not be considered as
historical truths, but only as mere conditional and hypothetical reasonings, rather
calculated to explain the nature of things, than to ascertain their actual origin; just like
the hypotheses which our physicists daily form respecting the formation of the world.
THE FIRST PART
While the earth was left to its natural fertility and covered with immense forests,
whose trees were never mutilated by the axe, it would present on every side both
sustenance and shelter for every species of animal. Men, dispersed up and down
among the rest, would observe and imitate their industry, and thus attain even to the
instinct of the beasts, with the advantage that, whereas every species of brutes was
confined to one particular instinct, man, who perhaps has not any one peculiar to
himself, would appropriate them all, and live upon most of those different foods
which other animals shared among themselves; and thus would find his subsistence
much more easily than any of the rest.
Accustomed from their infancy to the inclemencies of the weather and the rigour of
the seasons, inured to fatigue, and forced, naked and unarmed, to defend themselves
and their prey from other ferocious animals, or to escape them by flight, men would
acquire a robust and almost unalterable constitution. The children, bringing with them
into the world the excellent constitution of their parents, and fortifying it by the very
exercises which first produced it, would thus acquire all the vigour of which the
human frame is capable. Nature in this case treats them exactly as Sparta treated the
children of her citizens: those who come well formed into the world she renders
strong and robust, and all the rest she destroys; differing in this respect from our

modern communities, in which the State, by making children a burden to their parents,
kills them indiscriminately before they are born.
The body of a savage man being the only instrument he understands, he uses it for
various purposes, of which ours, for want of practice, are incapable: for our industry
deprives us of that force and agility, which necessity obliges him to acquire. If he had
had an axe, would he have been able with his naked arm to break so large a branch
from a tree? If he had had a sling, would he have been able to throw a stone with so
great velocity? If he had had a ladder, would he have been so nimble in climbing a
tree? If he had had a horse, would he have been himself so swift of foot? Give
civilised man time to gather all his machines about him, and he will no doubt easily
beat the savage; but if you would see a still more unequal contest, set them together
naked and unarmed, and you will soon see the advantage of having all our forces
constantly at our disposal, of being always prepared for every event, and of carrying
one's self, as it were, perpetually whole and entire about one.
Hobbes contends that man is naturally intrepid, and is intent only upon attacking and
fighting. Another illustrious philosopher holds the opposite, and Cumberland and
Puffendorf also affirm that nothing is more timid and fearful than man in the state of
nature; that he is always in a tremble, and ready to fly at the least noise or the slightest
movement. This may be true of things he does not know; and I do not doubt his being
terrified by every novelty that presents itself, when he neither knows the physical
good or evil he may expect from it, nor can make a comparison between his own
strength and the dangers he is about to encounter. Such circumstances, however,
rarely occur in a state of nature, in which all things proceed in a uniform manner, and
the face of the earth is not subject to those sudden and continual changes which arise
from the passions and caprices of bodies of men living together. But savage man,
living dispersed among other animals, and finding himself betimes in a situation to
measure his strength with theirs, soon comes to compare himself with them; and,
perceiving that he surpasses them more in adroitness than they surpass him in
strength, learns to be no longer afraid of them. Set a bear, or a wolf, against a robust,
agile, and resolute savage, as they all are, armed with stones and a good cudgel, and
you will see that the danger will be at least on both sides, and that, after a few trials of
this kind, wild beasts, which are not fond of attacking each other, will not be at all
ready to attack man, whom they will have found to be as wild and ferocious as
themselves. With regard to such animals as have really more strength than man has
adroitness, he is in the same situation as all weaker animals, which notwithstanding
are still able to subsist; except indeed that he has the advantage that, being equally
swift of foot, and finding an almost certain place of refuge in every tree, he is at
liberty to take or leave it at every encounter, and thus to fight or fly, as he chooses.
Add to this that it does not appear that any animal naturally makes war on man, except

in case of self-defence or excessive hunger, or betrays any of those violent antipathies,
which seem to indicate that one species is intended by nature for the food of another.
But man has other enemies more formidable, against which is is not provided with
such means of defence: these are the natural infirmities of infancy, old age, and illness
of every kind, melancholy proofs of our weakness, of which the two first are common
to all animals, and the last belongs chiefly to man in a state of society. With regard to
infancy, it is observable that the mother, carrying her child always with her, can nurse
it with much greater ease than the females of many other animals, which are forced to
be perpetually going and coming, with great fatigue, one way to find subsistence, and
another to suckle or feed their young. It is true that if the woman happens to perish,
the infant is in great danger of perishing with her; but this risk is common to many
other species of animals, whose young take a long time before they are able to provide
for themselves. And if our infancy is longer than theirs, our lives are longer in
proportion; so that all things are in this respect fairly equal; though there are other
rules to be considered regarding the duration of the first period of life, and the number
of young, which do not affect the present subject. In old age, when men are less active
and perspire little, the need for food diminishes with the ability to provide it. As the
savage state also protects them from gout and rheumatism, and old age is, of all ills,
that which human aid can least alleviate, they cease to be, without others perceiving
that they are no more, and almost without perceiving it themselves.
With respect to sickness, I shall not repeat the vain and false declamations which most
healthy people pronounce against medicine; but I shall ask if any solid observations
have been made from which it may be justly concluded that, in the countries where
the art of medicine is most neglected, the mean duration of man's life is less than in
those where it is most cultivated. How indeed can this be the case, if we bring on
ourselves more diseases than medicine can furnish remedies? The great inequality in
manner of living, the extreme idleness of some, and the excessive labour of others, the
easiness of exciting and gratifying our sensual appetites, the too exquisite foods of the
wealthy which overheat and fill them with indigestion, and, on the other hand, the
unwholesome food of the poor, often, bad as it is, insufficient for their needs, which
induces them, when opportunity offers, to eat voraciously and overcharge their
stomachs; all these, together with sitting up late, and excesses of every kind,
immoderate transports of every passion, fatigue, mental exhaustion, the innumerable
pains and anxieties inseparable from every condition of life, by which the mind of
man is incessantly tormented; these are too fatal proofs that the greater part of our ills
are of our own making, and that we might have avoided them nearly all by adhering to
that simple, uniform and solitary manner of life which nature prescribed. If she
destined man to be healthy, I venture to declare that a state of reflection is a state
contrary to nature, and that a thinking man is a depraved animal. When we think of

the good constitution of the savages, at least of those whom we have not ruined with
our spirituous liquors, and reflect that they are troubled with hardly any disorders,
save wounds and old age, we are tempted to believe that, in following the history of
civil society, we shall be telling also that of human sickness. . . .
Being subject therefore to so few causes of sickness, man, in the state of nature, can
have no need of remedies, and still less of physicians: nor is the human race in this
respect worse off than other animals, and it is easy to learn from hunters whether they
meet with many infirm animals in the course of the chase. It is certain they frequently
meet with such as carry the marks of having been considerably wounded, with many
that have had bones or even limbs broken, yet have been healed without any other
surgical assistance than that of time, or any other regimen than that of their ordinary
life. At the same time their cures seem not to have been less perfect, for their not
having been tortured by incisions, poisoned with drugs, or wasted by fasting. In short,
however useful medicine, properly administered, may be among us, it is certain that,
if the savage, when he is sick and left to himself, has nothing to hope but from nature,
he has, on the other hand, nothing to fear but from his disease; which renders his
situation often preferable to our own.
We should beware, therefore, of confounding the savage man with the men we have
daily before our eyes. Nature treats all the animals left to her care with a predilection
that seems to show how jealous she is of that right. The horse, the cat, the bull, and
even the ass are generally of greater stature, and always more robust, and have more
vigour, strength and courage, when they run wild in the forests than when bred in the
stall. By becoming domesticated, they lose half these advantages; and it seems as if all
our care to feed and treat them well serves only to deprave them. It is thus with man
also: as he becomes sociable and a slave, he grows weak, timid and servile; his
effeminate way of life totally enervates his strength and courage. To this it may be
added that there is still a greater difference between savage and civilised man, than
between wild and tame beasts: for men and brutes having been treated alike by nature,
the several conveniences in which men indulge themselves still more than they do
their beasts, are so many additional causes of their deeper degeneracy.
It is not therefore so great a misfortune to these primitive men, nor so great an
obstacle to their preservation, that they go naked, have no dwellings and lack all the
superfluities which we think so necessary. If their skins are not covered with hair, they
have no need of such covering in warm climates; and, in cold countries, they soon
learn to appropriate the skins of the beasts they have overcome. If they have but two
legs to run with, they have two arms to defend themselves with, and provide for their
wants. Their children are slowly and with difficulty taught to walk; but their mothers
are able to carry them with ease; an advantage which other animals lack, as the
mother, if pursued, is forced either to abandon her young, or to regulate her pace by

theirs. Unless, in short, we suppose a singular and fortuitous concurrence of
circumstances of which I shall speak later, and which would be unlikely to exist, it is
plain in every state of the case, that the man who first made himself clothes or a
dwelling was furnishing himself with things not at all necessary; for he had till then
done without them, and there is no reason why he should not have been able to put up
in manhood with the same kind of life as had been his in infancy.
Solitary, indolent, and perpetually accompanied by danger, the savage cannot but be
fond of sleep; his sleep too must be light, like that of the animals, which think but
little and may be said to slumber all the time they do not think. Self-preservation
being his chief and almost sole concern, he must exercise most those faculties which
are most concerned with attack or defence, either for overcoming his prey, or for
preventing him from becoming the prey of other animals. On the other hand, those
organs which are perfected only by softness and sensuality will remain in a gross and
imperfect state, incompatible with any sort of delicacy; so that, his senses being
divided on this head, his touch and taste will be extremely coarse, his sight, hearing
and smell exceedingly fine and subtle.
Hitherto I have considered merely the physical man; let us now take a view of him on
his metaphysical and moral side. . . .
Every animal has ideas, since it has senses; it even combines those ideas in a certain
degree; and it is only in degree that man differs, in this respect, from the brute. Some
philosophers have even maintained that there is a greater difference between one man
and another than between some men and some beasts. It is not, therefore, so much the
understanding that constitutes the specific difference between the man and the brute,
as the human quality of free-agency. Nature lays her commands on every animal, and
the brute obeys her voice. Man receives the same impulsion, but at the same time
knows himself at liberty to acquiesce or resist: and it is particularly in his
consciousness of this liberty that the spirituality of his soul is displayed. For physics
may explain, in some measure, the mechanism of the senses and the formation of
ideas; but in the power of willing or rather of choosing, and in the feeling of this
power, nothing is to be found but acts which are purely spiritual and wholly
inexplicable by the laws of mechanism.
However, even if the difficulties attending all these questions should still leave room
for difference in this respect between men and brutes, there is another very specific
quality which distinguishes them, and which will admit of no dispute. This is the
faculty of self-improvement, which, by the help of circumstances, gradually develops
all the rest of our faculties, and is inherent in the species as in the individual: whereas
a brute is, at the end of a few months, all he will ever be during his whole life, and his
species, at the end of a thousand years, exactly what it was the first year of that

thousand. Why is man alone liable to grow into a dotard? Is it not because he returns,
in this, to his primitive state; and that, while the brute, which has acquired nothing and
has therefore nothing to lose, still retains the force of instinct, man, who loses, by age
or accident, all that his perfectibility had enabled him to gain, falls by this means
lower than the brutes themselves? It would be melancholy, were we forced to admit
that this distinctive and almost unlimited faculty is the source of all human
misfortunes; that it is this which, in time, draws man out of his original state, in which
he would have spent his days insensibly in peace and innocence; that it is this faculty,
which, successively producing in different ages his discoveries and his errors, his
vices and his virtues, makes him at length a tyrant both over himself and over
nature.1 . . .
Savage man, left by nature solely to the direction of instinct, or rather indemnified for
what he may lack by faculties capable at first of supplying its place, and afterwards of
raising him much above it, must accordingly begin with purely animal functions: thus
seeing and feeling must be his first condition, which would be common to him and all
other animals. To will, and not to will, to desire and to fear, must be the first, and
almost the only operations of his soul, till new circumstances occasion new
developments of his faculties.
Whatever moralists may hold, the human understanding is greatly indebted to the
passions, which, it is universally allowed, are also much indebted to the
understanding. It is by the activity of the passions that our reason is improved; for we
desire knowledge only because we wish to enjoy; and it is impossible to conceive any
reason why a person who has neither fears nor desires should give himself the trouble
of reasoning. The passions, again, originate in our wants, and their progress depends
on that of our knowledge; for we cannot desire or fear anything, except from the idea
we have of it, or from the simple impulse of nature. Now savage man, being destitute
of every species of intelligence, can have no passions save those of the latter kind: his
desires never go beyond his physical wants. The only goods he recognises in the
universe are food, a female, and sleep: the only evils he fears are pain and hunger. I
say pain, and not death: for no animal can know what it is to die; the knowledge of
death and its terrors being one of the first acquisitions made by man in departing from
an animal state.
...
But who does not see, without recurring to the uncertain testimony of history, that
everything seems to remove from savage man both the temptation and the means of
changing his condition? His imagination paints no pictures; his heart makes no
demands on him. His few wants are so readily supplied, and he is so far from having
the knowledge which is needful to make him want more, that he can have neither

foresight nor curiosity. The face of nature becomes indifferent to him as it grows
familiar. He sees in it always the same order, the same successions: he has not
understanding enough to wonder at the greatest miracles; nor is it in his mind that we
can expect to find that philosophy man needs, if he is to know how to notice for once
what he sees every day. His soul, which nothing disturbs, is wholly wrapped up in the
feeling of its present existence, without any idea of the future, however near at hand;
while his projects, as limited as his views, hardly extend to the close of day. . . .
Above all, let us not conclude, with Hobbes, that because man has no idea of
goodness, he must be naturally wicked; that he is vicious because he does not know
virtue; that he always refuses to do his fellow-creatures services which he does not
think they have a right to demand; or that by virtue of the right he truly claims to
everything he needs, he foolishly imagines himself the sole proprietor of the whole
universe. Hobbes had seen clearly the defects of all the modern definitions of natural
right: but the consequences which he deduces from his own show that he understands
it in an equally false sense. In reasoning on the principles he lays down, he ought to
have said that the state of nature, being that in which the care for our own preservation
is the least prejudicial to that of others, was consequently the best calculated to
promote peace, and the most suitable for mankind. He does say the exact opposite, in
consequence of having improperly admitted, as a part of savage man's care for selfpreservation, the gratification of a multitude of passions which are the work of
society, and have made laws necessary. A bad man, he says, is a robust child. But it
remains to be proved whether man in a state of nature is this robust child: and, should
we grant that he is, what would he infer? Why truly, that if this man, when robust and
strong, were dependent on others as he is when feeble, there is no extravagance he
would not be guilty of; that he would beat his mother when she was too slow in giving
him her breast; that he would strangle one of his younger brothers, if he should be
troublesome to him, or bite the arm of another, if he put him to any inconvenience.
But that man in the state of nature is both strong and dependent involves two contrary
suppositions. Man is weak when he is dependent, and is his own master before he
comes to be strong. Hobbes did not reflect that the same cause, which prevents a
savage from making use of his reason, as our jurists hold, prevents him also from
abusing his faculties, as Hobbes himself allows: so that it may be justly said that
savages are not bad merely because they do not know what it is to be good: for it is
neither the development of the understanding nor the restraint of law that hinders
them from doing ill; but the peacefulness of their passions, and their ignorance of
vice: tanto plus in illis proficit vitiorum ignoratio, quam in his cognitio virtutis.2
There is another principle which has escaped Hobbes; which, having been bestowed
on mankind, to moderate, on certain occasions, the impetuosity of egoism, or, before
its birth, the desire of self-preservation, tempers the ardour with which he pursues his

own welfare, by an innate repugnance at seeing a fellow-creature suffer.3 I think I
need not fear contradiction in holding man to be possessed of the only natural virtue,
which could not be denied him by the most violent detractor of human virtue. I am
speaking of compassion, which is a disposition suitable to creatures so weak and
subject to so many evils as we certainly are: by so much the more universal and useful
to mankind, as it comes before any kind of reflection; and at the same time so natural,
that the very brutes themselves sometimes give evident proofs of it. Not to mention
the tenderness of mothers for their offspring and the perils they encounter to save
them from danger, it is well known that horses show a reluctance to trample on living
bodies. One animal never passes by the dead body of another of its species: there are
even some which give their fellows a sort of burial; while the mournful lowings of the
cattle when they enter the slaughter-house show the impressions made on them by the
horrible spectacle which meets them. We find, with pleasure, the author of the Fable
of the Bees obliged to own that man is a compassionate and sensible being, and laying
aside his cold subtlety of style, in the example he gives, to present us with the pathetic
description of a man who, from a place of confinement, is compelled to behold a wild
beast tear a child from the arms of its mother, grinding its tender limbs with its
murderous teeth, and tearing its palpitating entrails with its claws. What horrid
agitation must not the eyewitness of such a scene experience, although he would not
be personally concerned! What anxiety would he not suffer at not being able to give
any assistance to the fainting mother and the dying infant!
Such is the pure emotion of nature, prior to all kinds of reflection! Such is the force of
natural compassion, which the greatest depravity of morals has as yet hardly been able
to destroy! for we daily find at our theatres men affected, nay shedding tears at the
sufferings of a wretch who, were he in the tyrant's place, would probably even add to
the torments of his enemies; like the bloodthirsty Sulla, who was so sensitive to ills he
had not caused, or that Alexander of Pheros who did not dare to go and see any
tragedy acted, for fear of being seen weeping with Andromache and Priam, though he
could listen without emotion to the cries of all the citizens who were daily strangled at
his command.. . .
Mandeville well knew that, in spite of all their morality, men would have never been
better than monsters, had not nature bestowed on them a sense of compassion, to aid
their reason: but he did not see that from this quality alone flow all those social
virtues, of which he denied man the possession. But what is generosity, clemency or
humanity but compassion applied to the weak, to the guilty, or to mankind in general?
Even benevolence and friendship are, if we judge rightly, only the effects of
compassion, constantly set upon a particular object: for how is it different to wish that
another person may not suffer pain and uneasiness and to wish him happy? Were it
even true that pity is no more than a feeling, which puts us in the place of the sufferer,

a feeling, obscure yet lively in a savage, developed yet feeble in civilised man; this
truth would have no other consequence than to confirm my argument. Compassion
must, in fact, be the stronger, the more the animal beholding any kind of distress
identifies himself with the animal that suffers. Now, it is plain that such identification
must have been much more perfect in a state of nature than it is in a state of reason. It
is reason that engenders self-respect, and reflection that confirms it: it is reason which
turns man's mind back upon itself, and divides him from everything that could disturb
or afflict him. It is philosophy that isolates him, and bids him say, at sight of the
misfortunes of others: "Perish if you will, I am secure." Nothing but such general evils
as threaten the whole community can disturb the tranquil sleep of the philosopher, or
tear him from his bed. A murder may with impunity be committed under his window;
he has only to put his hands to his ears and argue a little with himself, to prevent
nature, which is shocked within him, from identifying itself with the unfortunate
sufferer. Uncivilised man has not this admirable talent; and for want of reason and
wisdom, is always foolishly ready to obey the first promptings of humanity. It is the
populace that flocks together at riots and street-brawls, while the wise man prudently
makes off. It is the mob and the market-women, who part the combatants, and hinder
gentle-folks from cutting one another's throats.
It is then certain that compassion is a natural feeling, which, by moderating the
violence of love of self in each individual, contributes to the preservation of the whole
species. It is this compassion that hurries us without reflection to the relief of those
who are in distress: it is this which in a state of nature supplies the place of laws,
morals and virtues, with the advantage that none are tempted to disobey its gentle
voice: it is this which will always prevent a sturdy savage from robbing a weak child
or a feeble old man of the sustenance they may have with pain and difficulty acquired,
if he sees a possibility of providing for himself by other means: it is this which,
instead of inculcating that sublime maxim of rational justice. Do to others as you
would have them do unto you, inspires all men with that other maxim of natural
goodness, much less perfect indeed, but perhaps more useful; Do good to yourself
with as little evil as possible to others. In a word, it is rather in this natural feeling
than in any subtle arguments that we must look for the cause of that repugnance,
which every man would experience in doing evil, even independently of the maxims
of education. Although it might belong to Socrates and other minds of the like craft to
acquire virtue by reason, the human race would long since have ceased to be, had its
preservation depended only on the reasonings of the individuals composing it.
With passions so little active, and so good a curb, men, being rather wild than wicked,
and more intent to guard themselves against the mischief that might be done them,
than to do mischief to others, were by no means subject to very perilous dissensions.
They maintained no kind of intercourse with one another, and were consequently

strangers to vanity, deference, esteem and contempt; they had not the least idea
of meum andtuum, and no true conception of justice; they looked upon every violence
to which they were subjected, rather as an injury that might easily be repaired than as
a crime that ought to be punished; and they never thought of taking revenge, unless
perhaps mechanically and on the spot, as a dog will sometimes bite the stone which is
thrown at him. Their quarrels therefore would seldom have very bloody
consequences; for the subject of them would be merely the question of subsistence.
But I am aware of one greater danger, which remains to be noticed.
Of the passions that stir the heart of man, there is one which makes the sexes
necessary to each other, and is extremely ardent and impetuous; a terrible passion that
braves danger, surmounts all obstacles, and in its transports seems calculated to bring
destruction on the human race which it is really destined to preserve. What must
become of men who are left to this brutal and boundless rage, without modesty,
without shame, and daily upholding their amours at the price of their blood?
It must, in the first place, be allowed that, the more violent the passions are, the more
are laws necessary to keep them under restraint. But, setting aside the inadequacy of
laws to effect this purpose, which is evident from the crimes and disorders to which
these passions daily give rise among us, we should do well to inquire if these evils did
not spring up with the laws themselves; for in this case, even if the laws were capable
of repressing such evils, it is the least that could be expected from them, that they
should check a mischief which would not have arisen without them.
Let us begin by distinguishing between the physical and moral ingredients in the
feeling of love. The physical part of love is that general desire which urges the sexes
to union with each other. The moral part is that which determines and fixes this desire
exclusively upon one particular object; or at least gives it a greater degree of energy
toward the object thus preferred. It is easy to see that the moral part of love is a
factitious feeling, born of social usage, and enhanced by the women with much care
and cleverness, to establish their empire, and put in power the sex which ought to
obey. This feeling, being founded on certain ideas of beauty and merit which a savage
is not in a position to acquire, and on comparisons which he is incapable of making,
must be for him almost non-existent; for, as his mind cannot form abstract ideas of
proportion and regularity, so his heart is not susceptible of the feelings of love and
admiration, which are even insensibly produced by the application of these ideas. He
follows solely the character nature has implanted in him, and not tastes which he
could never have acquired; so that every woman equally answers his purpose.
Men in a state of nature being confined merely to what is physical in love, and
fortunate enough to be ignorant of those excellences, which whet the appetite while
they increase the difficulty of gratifying it, must be subject to fewer and less violent

fits of passion, and consequently fall into fewer and less violent disputes. The
imagination, which causes such ravages among us, never speaks to the heart of
savages, who quietly await the impulses of nature, yield to them involuntarily, with
more pleasure than ardour, and, their wants once satisfied, lose the desire. It is
therefore incontestable that love, as well as all other passions, must have acquired in
society that glowing impetuosity, which makes it so often fatal to mankind. And it is
the more absurd to represent savages as continually cutting one another's throats to
indulge their brutality, because this opinion is directly contrary to experience; . . .
...
Let us conclude then that man in a state of nature, wandering up and down the forests,
without industry, without speech, and without home, an equal stranger to war and to
all ties, neither standing in need of his fellow-creatures nor having any desire to hurt
them, and perhaps even not distinguishing them one from another; let us conclude
that, being self-sufficient and subject to so few passions, he could have no feelings or
knowledge but such as befitted his situation; that he felt only his actual necessities,
and disregarded everything he did not think himself immediately concerned to notice,
and that his understanding made no greater progress than his vanity. If by accident he
made any discovery, he was the less able to communicate it to others, as he did not
know even his own children. Every art would necessarily perish with its inventor,
where there was no kind of education among men, and generations succeeded
generations without the least advance; when, all setting out from the same point,
centuries must have elapsed in the barbarism of the first ages; when the race was
already old, and man remained a child.
...
It is in fact easy to see that many of the differences which distinguish men are merely
the effect of habit and the different methods of life men adopt in society. Thus a
robust or delicate constitution, and the strength or weakness attaching to it, are more
frequently the effects of a hardy or effeminate method of education than of the
original endowment of the body. It is the same with the powers of the mind; for
education not only makes a difference between such as are cultured and such as are
not, but even increases the differences which exist among the former, in proportion to
their respective degrees of culture: as the distance between a giant and a dwarf on the
same road increases with every step they take. If we compare the prodigious diversity,
which obtains in the education and manner of life of the various orders of men in the
state of society, with the uniformity and simplicity of animal and savage life, in which
every one lives on the same kind of food and in exactly the same manner, and does
exactly the same things, it is easy to conceive how much less the difference between
man and man must be in a state of nature than in a state of society, and how greatly

the natural inequality of mankind must be increased by the inequalities of social
institutions.
But even if nature really affected, in the distribution of her gifts, that partiality which
is imputed to her, what advantage would the greatest of her favourites derive from it,
to the detriment of others, in a state that admits of hardly any kind of relation between
them? Where there is no love, of what advantage is beauty? Of what use is wit to
those who do not converse, or cunning to those who have no business with others? I
hear it constantly repeated that, in such a state, the strong would oppress the weak; but
what is here meant by oppression? Some, it is said, would violently domineer over
others, who would groan under a servile submission to their caprices. This indeed is
exactly what I observe to be the case among us; but I do not see how it can be inferred
of men in a state of nature, who could not easily be brought to conceive what we mean
by dominion and servitude. One man, it is true, might seize the fruits which another
had gathered, the game he had killed, or the cave he had chosen for shelter; but how
would he ever be able to exact obedience, and what ties of dependence could there be
among men without possessions? If, for instance, I am driven from one tree, I can go
to the next; if I am disturbed in one place, what hinders me from going to another?
Again, should I happen to meet with a man so much stronger than myself, and at the
same time so depraved, so indolent, and so barbarous, as to compel me to provide for
his sustenance while he himself remains idle; he must take care not to have his eyes
off me for a single moment; he must bind me fast before he goes to sleep, or I shall
certainly either knock him on the head or make my escape. That is to say, he must in
such a case voluntarily expose himself to much greater trouble than he seeks to avoid,
or can give me. After all this, let him be off his guard ever so little; let him but turn his
head aside at any sudden noise, and I shall be instantly twenty paces off, lost in the
forest, and, my fetters burst asunder, he would never see me again.
Without my expatiating thus uselessly on these details, every one must see that as the
bonds of servitude are formed merely by the mutual dependence of men on one
another and the reciprocal needs that unite them, it is impossible to make any man a
slave, unless he be first reduced to a situation in which he cannot do without the help
of others: and, since such a situation does not exist in a state of nature, every one is
there his own master, and the law of the strongest is of no effect. . . .
THE SECOND PART
THE first man who, having enclosed a piece of ground, bethought himself of
saying This is mine, and found people simple enough to believe him, was the real
founder of civil society. From how many crimes, wars and murders, from how many
horrors and misfortunes might not any one have saved mankind, by pulling up the
stakes, or filling up the ditch, and crying to his fellows, "Beware of listening to this

impostor; you are undone if you once forget that the fruits of the earth belong to us all,
and the earth itself to nobody." But there is great probability that things had then
already come to such a pitch, that they could no longer continue as they were; for the
idea of property depends on many prior ideas, which could only be acquired
successively, and cannot have been formed all at once in the human mind. Mankind
must have made very considerable progress, and acquired considerable knowledge
and industry which they must also have transmitted and increased from age to age,
before they arrived at this last point of the state of nature. Let us then go farther back,
and endeavour to unify under a single point of view that slow succession of events
and discoveries in the most natural order.
Man's first feeling was that of his own existence, and his first care that of selfpreservation. The produce of the earth furnished him with all he needed, and instinct
told him how to use it. Hunger and other appetites made him at various times
experience various modes of existence; and among these was one which urged him to
propagate his species — a blind propensity that, having nothing to do with the heart,
produced a merely animal act. The want once gratified, the two sexes knew each other
no more; and even the offspring was nothing to its mother, as soon as it could do
without her.
Such was the condition of infant man; the life of an animal limited at first to mere
sensations, and hardly profiting by the gifts nature bestowed on him, much less
capable of entertaining a thought of forcing anything from her. But difficulties soon
presented themselves, and it became necessary to learn how to surmount them: the
height of the trees, which prevented him from gathering their fruits, the competition of
other animals desirous of the same fruits, and the ferocity of those who needed them
for their own preservation, all obliged him to apply himself to bodily exercises. He
had to be active, swift of foot, and vigorous in fight. Natural weapons, stones and
sticks, were easily found: he learnt to surmount the obstacles of nature, to contend in
case of necessity with other animals, and to dispute for the means of subsistence even
with other men, or to indemnify himself for what he was forced to give up to a
stronger.
In proportion as the human race grew more numerous, men's cares increased. The
difference of soils, climates and seasons, must have introduced some differences into
their manner of living. Barren years, long and sharp winters, scorching summers
which parched the fruits of the earth, must have demanded a new industry. On the
seashore and the banks of rivers, they invented the hook and line, and became
fishermen and eaters of fish. In the forests they made bows and arrows, and became
huntsmen and warriors. In cold countries they clothed themselves with the skins of the
beasts they had slain. The lightning, a volcano, or some lucky chance acquainted them
with fire, a new resource against the rigours of winter: they next learned how to

preserve this element, then how to reproduce it, and finally how to prepare with it the
flesh of animals which before they had eaten raw.
This repeated relevance of various beings to himself, and one to another, would
naturally give rise in the human mind to the perceptions of certain relations between
them. Thus the relations which we denote by the terms, great, small, strong, weak,
swift, slow, fearful, bold, and the like, almost insensibly compared at need, must have
at length produced in him a kind of reflection, or rather a mechanical prudence, which
would indicate to him the precautions most necessary to his security.
The new intelligence which resulted from this development increased his superiority
over other animals, by making him sensible of it. He would now endeavour, therefore,
to ensnare them, would play them a thousand tricks, and though many of them might
surpass him in swiftness or in strength, would in time become the master of some and
the scourge of others. Thus, the first time he looked into himself, he felt the first
emotion of pride; and, at a time when he scarce knew how to distinguish the different
orders of beings, by looking upon his species as of the highest order, he prepared the
way for assuming pre-eminence as an individual. . . .
Taught by experience that the love of well-being is the sole motive of human actions,
he found himself in a position to distinguish the few cases, in which mutual interest
might justify him in relying upon the assistance of his fellows; and also the still fewer
cases in which a conflict of interests might give cause to suspect them. In the former
case, he joined in the same herd with them, or at most in some kind of loose
association, that laid no restraint on its members, and lasted no longer than the
transitory occasion that formed it. In the latter case, every one sought his own private
advantage, either by open force, if he thought himself strong enough, or by address
and cunning, if he felt himself the weaker.
In this manner, men may have insensibly acquired some gross ideas of mutual
undertakings, and of the advantages of fulfilling them: that is, just so far as their
present and apparent interest was concerned: for they were perfect strangers to
foresight, and were so far from troubling themselves about the distant future, that they
hardly thought of the morrow. If a deer was to be taken, every one saw that, in order
to succeed, he must abide faithfully by his post: but if a hare happened to come within
the reach of any one of them, it is not to be doubted that he pursued it without scruple,
and, having seized his prey, cared very little, if by so doing he caused his companions
to miss theirs.. . .
These first advances enabled men to make others with greater rapidity. In proportion
as they grew enlightened, they grew industrious. They ceased to fall asleep under the
first tree, or in the first cave that afforded them shelter; they invented several kinds of

implements of hard and sharp stones, which they used to dig up the earth, and to cut
wood; they then made huts out of branches, and afterwards learnt to plaster them over
with mud and clay. This was the epoch of a first revolution, which established and
distinguished families, and introduced a kind of property, in itself the source of a
thousand quarrels and conflicts. As, however, the strongest were probably the first to
build themselves huts which they felt themselves able to defend, it may be concluded
that the weak found it much easier and safer to imitate, than to attempt to dislodge
them: and of those who were once provided with huts, none could have any
inducement to appropriate that of his neighbour; not indeed so much because it did not
belong to him, as because it could be of no use, and he could not make himself master
of it without exposing himself to a desperate battle with the family which occupied it.
The first expansions of the human heart were the effects of a novel situation, which
united husbands and wives, fathers and children, under one roof. The habit of living
together soon gave rise to the finest feelings known to humanity, conjugal love and
paternal affection. Every family became a little society, the more united because
liberty and reciprocal attachment were the only bonds of its union. The sexes, whose
manner of life had been hitherto the same, began now to adopt different ways of
living. The women became more sedentary, and accustomed themselves to mind the
hut and their children, while the men went abroad in search of their common
subsistence. From living a softer life, both sexes also began to lose something of their
strength and ferocity: but, if individuals became to some extent less able to encounter
wild beasts separately, they found it, on the other hand, easier to assemble and resist
in common.
The simplicity and solitude of man's life in this new condition, the paucity of his
wants, and the implements he had invented to satisfy them, left him a great deal of
leisure, which he employed to furnish himself with many conveniences unknown to
his fathers: and this was the first yoke he inadvertently imposed on himself, and the
first source of the evils he prepared for his descendants. For, besides continuing thus
to enervate both body and mind, these conveniences lost with use almost all their
power to please, and even degenerated into real needs, till the want of them became
far more disagreeable than the possession of them had been pleasant. Men would have
been unhappy at the loss of them, though the possession did not make them happy.
Everything now begins to change its aspect. Men, who have up to now been roving in
the woods, by taking to a more settled manner of life, come gradually together, form
separate bodies, and at length in every country arises a distinct nation, united in
character and manners, not by regulations or laws, but by uniformity of life and food,
and the common influence of climate. Permanent neighbourhood could not fail to
produce, in time, some connection between different families. Among young people
of opposite sexes, living in neighbouring huts, the transient commerce required by

nature soon led, through mutual intercourse, to another kind not less agreeable, and
more permanent. Men began now to take the difference between objects into account,
and to make comparisons; they acquired imperceptibly the ideas of beauty and merit,
which soon gave rise to feelings of preference. In consequence of seeing each other
often, they could not do without seeing each other constantly. A tender and pleasant
feeling insinuated itself into their souls, and the least opposition turned it into an
impetuous fury: with love arose jealousy; discord triumphed, and human blood was
sacrificed to the gentlest of all passions.
As ideas and feelings succeeded one another, and heart and head were brought into
play, men continued to lay aside their original wildness; their private connections
became every day more intimate as their limits extended. They accustomed
themselves to assemble before their huts round a large tree; singing and dancing, the
true offspring of love and leisure, became the amusement, or rather the occupation, of
men and women thus assembled together with nothing else to do. Each one began to
consider the rest, and to wish to be considered in turn; and thus a value came to be
attached to public esteem. Whoever sang or danced best, whoever was the
handsomest, the strongest, the most dexterous, or the most eloquent, came to be of
most consideration; and this was the first step towards inequality, and at the same time
towards vice. From these first distinctions arose on the one side vanity and contempt
and on the other shame and envy: and the fermentation caused by these new leavens
ended by producing combinations fatal to innocence and happiness.
As soon as men began to value one another, and the idea of consideration had got a
footing in the mind, every one put in his claim to it, and it became impossible to
refuse it to any with impunity. Hence arose the first obligations of civility even among
savages; and every intended injury became an affront; because, besides the hurt which
might result from it, the party injured was certain to find in it a contempt for his
person, which was often more insupportable than the hurt itself.
Thus, as every man punished the contempt shown him by others, in proportion to his
opinion of himself, revenge became terrible, and men bloody and cruel. This is
precisely the state reached by most of the savage nations known to us: and it is for
want of having made a proper distinction in our ideas, and see how very far they
already are from the state of nature, that so many writers have hastily concluded that
man is naturally cruel, and requires civil institutions to make him more mild; whereas
nothing is more gentle than man in his primitive state, as he is placed by nature at an
equal distance from the stupidity of brutes, and the fatal ingenuity of civilised man.
Equally confined by instinct and reason to the sole care of guarding himself against
the mischiefs which threaten him, he is restrained by natural compassion from doing
any injury to others, and is not led to do such a thing even in return for injuries

received. For, according to the axiom of the wise Locke,There can be no injury, where
there is no property.
So long as men remained content with their rustic huts, so long as they were satisfied
with clothes made of the skins of animals and sewn together with thorns and fishbones, adorned themselves only with feathers and shells, and continued to paint their
bodies different colours, to improve and beautify their bows and arrows and to make
with sharp-edged stones fishing boats or clumsy musical instruments; in a word, so
long as they undertook only what a single person could accomplish, and confined
themselves to such arts as did not require the joint labour of several hands, they lived
free, healthy, honest and happy lives, so long as their nature allowed, and as they
continued to enjoy the pleasures of mutual and independent intercourse. But from the
moment one man began to stand in need of the help of another; from the moment it
appeared advantageous to any one man to have enough provisions for two, equality
disappeared, property was introduced, work became indispensable, and vast forests
became smiling fields, which man had to water with the sweat of his brow, and where
slavery and misery were soon seen to germinate and grow up with the crops.
Metallurgy and agriculture were the two arts which produced this great revolution.
The poets tell us it was gold and silver, but, for the philosophers, it was iron and corn,
which first civilised men, and ruined humanity. Thus both were unknown to the
savages of America, who for that reason are still savage: the other nations also seem
to have continued in a state of barbarism while they practised only one of these arts.
One of the best reasons, perhaps, why Europe has been, if not longer, at least more
constantly and highly civilised than the rest of the world, is that it is at once the most
abundant in iron and the most fertile in corn.
The cultivation of the earth necessarily brought about its distribution; and property,
once recognised, gave rise to the first rules of justice; for, to secure each man his own,
it had to be possible for each to have something. Besides, as men began to look
forward to the future, and all had something to lose, every one had reason to
apprehend that reprisals would follow any injury he might do to another. This origin is
so much the more natural, as it is impossible to conceive how property can come from
anything but manual labour: for what else can a man add to things which he does not
originally create, so as to make them his own property? It is the husbandman's labour
alone that, giving him a title to the produce of the ground he has tilled, gives him a
claim also to the land itself, at least till harvest, and so, from year to year, a constant
possession which is easily transformed into property. . . .
It now became the interest of men to appear what they really were not. To be and to
seem became two totally different things; and from this distinction sprang insolent
pomp and cheating trickery, with all the numerous vices that go in their train. On the

other hand, free and independent as men were before, they were now, in consequence
of a multiplicity of new wants, brought into subjection, as it were, to all nature, and
particularly to one another; and each became in some degree a slave even in becoming
the master of other men: if rich, they stood in need of the services of others; if poor, of
their assistance; and even a middle condition did not enable them to do without one
another. Man must now, therefore, have been perpetually employed in getting others
to interest themselves in his lot, and in making them, apparently at least, if not really,
find their advantage in promoting his own. Thus he must have been sly and artful in
his behaviour to some, and imperious and cruel to others; being under a kind of
necessity to ill-use all the persons of whom he stood in need, when he could not
frighten them into compliance, and did not judge it his interest to be useful to them.
Insatiable ambition, the thirst of raising their respective fortunes, not so much from
real want as from the desire to surpass others, inspired all men with a vile propensity
to injure one another, and with a secret jealousy, which is the more dangerous, as it
puts on the mask of benevolence, to carry its point with greater security. In a word,
there arose rivalry and competition on the one hand, and conflicting interests on the
other, together with a secret desire on both of profiting at the expense of others. All
these evils were the first effects of property, and the inseparable attendants of growing
inequality.

